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Consider it a joy to use. Unlike most sealants, this one leaves no marks. If you apply it along a line of a crack
or seam, it penetrates those seams right away. You can apply a 2-inch thick line of it. It works in ducts,

beneath sinks, between door frames, on the bottom of pots and pans, and where other sealants can't go. It's
amazing. It's a miracle. It's Captain Sim. We did it. We found a crack cure. This is not about a tragedy, or a

sad story about a crew-mate. It is about a special, important person who left us far too soon. I miss her smile,
her laughter, her companionship and friendship, her wisdom, her unselfish manner, and her generosity. Jo's
graciousness, wit, and stoic courage were the very best of traits. She was my friend, my confidante, and like

so many of us, a ship's Captain. She had a great laugh, I'll admit. (What can I say? I was her favorite audience
for one of the nights I watched her on stage.) It is a report that was submitted to the Good Friday shooting at

the Holocaust Memorial Museum on Apr. 1, 1995, by a member of the FBI's Behavioral Science Unit, who
simply introduced himself as "Captain Sim." The report is notable for a variety of reasons, one of which is the
fact that the FBI had time to run the report through their internal supercomputers. Another is that the writer's

true name has remained unknown to the public, although he was identified in the report as "Captain Sim."
The mysterious writer described his fear of airplanes and hallucinations that he experienced while flying
Boeing 727s. Now, over eighteen years later, we can reveal that his name is really Alex Papadopoulos, a

twenty-four-year-old Naval Reserve lieutenant and pilot from Baltimore, Maryland. The report was written in a
plodding, illogical rant, of the sort that would be served up in one of those fruitless fugitive interrogations.
Some of the more memorable passages include: "Your last flight, which I presume was on September 21,

1988, was an Air Canada Boeing 727. That flight was the most incredible experience I've ever had. I am now
flying for the United States Navy and my next flight is a 737-200. Since this is my first flight in a 737, I was

very apprehensive about flying it, but I must say that it is the most exciting and enjoyable flight I've ever had.
The only negative I could think of was that I had to operate the [inaudible] controls to fully occupy my mind

while flying, rather than watching the clouds flying by as I normally do. I can easily say that flying the Boeing
727 was the most exciting, enjoyable, and overall rewarding activity that I've had in my life.... " Sim's report
did not mention the object that he saw in the cloud during the flight. But his narrative did provide significant
details about the object, including his ability to see it through the cockpit windows while the plane was flying

over a desert. "My seat shook violently and I felt a great power move under me. I looked down and saw a
glowing object with a dark silver-gray bottom half, which was 10 to 15 feet in diameter and not moving. I

could see no wings and there was no sound emanating from it. The power moved again and this time I saw a
gold 'crater' shape in the middle of the object which was approximately two to three feet in diameter...." Sim
also described the object, in visual terms that are virtually identical to the sighting by a pilot who spotted the
object in the sky over California in 1952. The writer describes an object whose diameter is "between 10 and

15 feet" and whose surfaces are "dark silver-gray" and "gold.
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The intriguing part about all this is Carol Danvers by herself doesnt seem as strong a character as she is in
her X-Men and Captain Marvel costumes. She still has an air of innocence about her, and you get a sense that

its in every step of the way shes fighting to figure out who she is and who shes meant to be. And for all the
Kree powers shes got, you never sense any great urgency or concern in her in regards to them. She learns

what she needs to by trial and error, but its a retconned kind of learning. Marvel have a habit of giving movie
characters the Marvel legacy backstory of their own, often pointing it as some sort of group attack on the

hero. Captain Marvel certainly doesn't look like a leader of any sort; she doesn't project a sense of strength,
her costume is designed to look kind of thrown-together and you don't need to look far for the reason why

shes been so poorly treated by the Kree. She has no ties to the Kree and is orphaned, as far as we know, and
they just try to kill her. As ever, Captain Marvel gets the whole movie all wrong. Brie Larson has the potential
to be a great character, but she's in the wrong movie, and its a shame that the movie has to alter history so

drastically to do it. A practical application of the Captain Tolleys sealant is the effect that a single coat has on
posts and supports where they have been damaged from rot. You simply apply the sealant to the affected

area, seal and cure and you have a strong and flexible security product. You may also like to use the product
as a sealant for the joints of wood; where items are normally fastened together by a strong adhesive or a nail.

You can also stick them together with two coats of the sealant and these can be removed once they are
cured. After drying, the sealant can be painted over. You can use the product in the same way as wood glue.
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